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The NOνA experiment is an electron neutrino appearance neutrino
oscillation experiment at Fermilab. Electron neutrino events are identi-
fied by the electromagnetic (EM) showers induced by electrons in the final
state of neutrino interactions. EM showers induced by cosmic muons or
rock muons, are abundant in NOνA detectors. We use a Muon-Removal
Technique to get pure EM shower samples from cosmic and rock muon
data. Those samples can be used to characterize the EM signature and
provide valuable checks of the MC simulation, reconstruction, PID algo-
rithms, and calibration across the NOνA detectors.
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1 Introduction
NOνA (NuMI Off-Axis νe Appearance) is a long-baseline νµ to νe neutrino oscilla-
tion experiment designed to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and constrain
CP-violation [1]. It uses neutrino beam generated by the Main Injector (NuMI) at
Fermilab [2], and measures the neutrino flavors by the near detector (ND, 0.3 kiloton)
located at Fermilab, and the far detector (FD, 14 kiloton) at Ash River, MN. The
NOνA detectors are constructed from liquid scintillator contained inside extruded
PVC modules. The extrusions are assembled in alternating layers of vertical and
horizontal planes, which are 0.15 radiation lengths in width, optimized for electron
reconstruction.
NOνA finds signal νe events by detecting electrons in the final state of charged
current electron neutrino interaction (νe-CC) [3]. This requires correct modeling,
reconstruction and particle identification (PID) algorithms for the electromagnetic
(EM) showers. Calibration effects such as attenuation and alignment should also be
under control.
Cosmic ray muons are abundant (148 kHz) in the NOνA far detector which is
on the surface. In the near detector, rock muons are abundant. They induce EM
showers by three different means: energetic muons undergoing bremsstrahlung radi-
ation (Brem), muons decaying into electrons in flight (DiF), and muons stoping in
the detectors and decaying into Michel electrons. Michel electrons’ energy is small
compared to νe events (0.5GeV∼ 4GeV), and have been used for calibration. Brem
and DiF, on the other hand, provide abundant EM showers at few-GeV energy re-
gion. This sample makes possible s data-driven method to benchmark EM shower
modeling, PID, as well as the detector calibration.
For this purpose, a cosmic muon-removal (MR) algorithm is developed to identify
the Brem and DiF showers, remove the muons, and save the remaining EM showers
at raw digit level. Figure 1 show examples in the FD for EM shower events before
and after MR. The shower digits can then be put into standard νe reconstruction and
PID algorithms. Data and MC comparison is performed with reconstructed shower
variables and PID outputs to validate EM shower modeling and PID. Calibration
effects can be checked by comparing PID efficiencies as function of vertex position.
2 Procedure
We take cosmic data and MC simulation in NOνA FD. Both are subject to standard
cosmic reconstructions. The following procedure breaks into 4 steps.
1. Track Selection: Apply selection cuts to search for cosmic track candidates
in the far detector. Basically We want the tracks to be through-going muons which
are not too steep compared to the beam direction (cosθ > 0.5) and long enough to
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Figure 1: Top: event display cosmic muon candidate with Electromagnetic (EM)
Bremsstrahlung (Brem) Shower from NOνA simulation. Bottom: event display of
hits of the EM shower after the removal of hits associated with the muon track from
NOνA simulation. What left are the hits of Brem Showers.
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have a good chance of generating Brem showers (number of track planes > 30). Then
to compare with beam νe events we want the shower to have energy close to the νe
energy region (0.5 ∼ 5 GeV).
2. Shower Finding: Taking candidate tracks as input, an EM shower finding
algorithm is used to identify the muons with possible EM shower dE/dx information.
Muons deposit energy as a minimum ionization particle (MIP) in the detector cells.
The additional EM shower hits can deposit much more energy in a small detector
region and overlaps with muon energy. It is then possible to take the energy deposition
of reconstructed cosmic tracks and look for the region where the energy is significantly
greater than a MIP. More specifically, If we find 5 consecutive planes with energy
greater than 2 MIP, call it the shower start point; If we find 5 consecutive plane with
energy in the range of 0.5 MIP to 1.5 MIP, call it the shower end point; If we find
both the shower start and end point, then the shower is identified as Brem; If we find
only the shower start point, and reach the end of track without an end point, the
shower is identified as an electron from DiF. Showers with energy deposition passing
the energy cut are saved as raw digit objects.
3. Muon Removal (MR): A Muon-Remove algorithm for EM showers is modi-
fied from the Muon-Removal algorithm for charged current events.[4]. It first looks at
the slice where a cosmic EM shower is found. In the case of DiF muon, with a shower
region defined by the shower-finding algorithm, it just removes all hits outside that
region and what left will be pure electron hits. In the case of bremsstrahlung showers
one additional problem is that we have a muon track inside the EM shower region.
Therefore the muon-removal algorithm should remove hits that belong to muon track
corresponding to the energy of a MIP in the shower region. All other hits in those
slices where no shower is found are removed. Those hits not associated with any slices
are also removed.
3 EM Shower Reconstruction and Identification
The saved shower raw digits with muon removed are put into the standard νe re-
construction. The reconstruction starts with clustering together hits from a single
neutrino interaction in to a slice clustering hits by space-time coincidence[ref]. A
modified Hough transform is used to identify prominent straight-line features in a
slice. The slice vertex is defined by tuning the lines in an iterative procedure and
finding the converge point. Prongs are then reconstructed as groups of hits based on
their distances to the lines associated with the reconstructed vertex [ref].
Reconstructed energy and angle are compared between data and MC, and to
νe MC events (figure 2). Although different in shape, cosmic EM showers cover the
same range as νe events. Other reconstructed variables such as Shower length, shower
width, number of cells, number of planes are also compared between data and MC
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Figure 2: Left: reconstructed shower energy after the cosmic Muon Removal(MR) in
the far detector. Right: cosine of the reconstructed shower angle with respect to the
beam direction. Distribution of νe events are drawn on the same plots. Cosmic EM
showers show good data/MC agreement, and cover the range of νe events.
(figures 3). Good data and MC agreement is seen.
The reconstructed prongs are then subject to the particle identification (PID)
algorithms. NOνA has two PID algorithms to distinguish νe signal from background,
dominated by νµ-NC. The primary PID, Likelihood Based νe Identifier (LID), uses
the dE/dx information of a particle to compute the likelihoods that the candidate
particle is an electron [5][6]. The alternative algorithm, Library Event Matching
(LEM), identifies event types by comparing an unknown trial event to a library of
known event from MC [7]. The distribution shows consistent result between data and
MC for both PIDs. While LID identify most of the cosmic EM showers as signal-like
(LID>0.7), LEM shows most of showers in its background region (LEM<0.6). This
is due to the fact that LEM is more sensitive to the angle of the showers with respect
to the beam direction. A re-weight of cosmic EM showers according to νe events in
energy and angle is able to fix this problem.
Efficiencies are calculated as number of showers passing PID cuts (LID>0.7) di-
vided by all showers selected as function o vertex position in x and y to check the
calibration effects (Figure 5). Overall we see a relatively flat efficiency distribution
across the detector, with good data and MC agreement. The extent to which the effi-
ciencies from data and MC do not agree motivates a systematic error on the predicted
electron neutrino signal efficiency for the first electron neutrino appearance analysis.
4 Summary
We use Cosmic Muon-Removal algorithm for finding and isolating EM showers from
data and MC in the NOνA far detector. The shower digits are put into standard
NOνA νe reconstruction and PID algorithms. A comparison using first analysis data
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Figure 3: The reconstructed shower variables of cosmic EM showers in data and MC,
including the reconstructed shower length (top left), width (top right), number of
planes (bottom left), and number of cell hits (bottom right).
Figure 4: LID (left) and LEM (right) distribuion of cosmic EM showers in data and
MC.
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Figure 5: Selection efficiency as a function of reconstructed vertex position x (left)
and y (right) with LID > 0.7 cut. The bottom plots show the ratio between data and
MC efficiencies. The agreement between data and MC is well with in 5 %.
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and MC dataset shows consistent distributions, validating the EM shower modeling
and reconstruction. The PID efficiencies as functions of vertex position are calculated
with good data/MC agreement. It shows the calibration effects are well controlled.
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